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FLIR Introduces Scion Thermal Monocular Family for Tactical
Professionals and Outdoor Enthusiasts in Europe
Two Scion Thermal Monocular Models to Debut at IWA Outdoor Classics Show in Germany
WILSONVILLE, Ore. – March 6, 2019 – FLIR Systems, Inc. (NASDAQ: FLIR) introduced
today the new FLIR Scion™ thermal monocular family in Europe. The first two FLIR Scion
models, the Outdoor Thermal Monocular (OTM), and Professional Thermal Monocular
(PTM), will debut at the annual IWA Outdoor Classics Show in Nuremberg, Germany from
March 8th – 11th. The Scion family is powered by FLIR’s breakthrough Boson ® core
technology, which provides detailed thermal imaging and detection for the tactical
professional and outdoor enthusiast markets.
The rugged Scion PTM and Scion OTM features FLIR’s most advanced thermal imaging
core, which allows users to quickly detect objects with greater detail and offer clear vision in
low visibility conditions. Available in 9 hertz or 60 hertz refresh rates for the Scion OTM and
a 60 hertz refresh rate for the PTM, the family features 2 gigabytes of internal storage and a
microSD™ card slot to record both geotagged video or still images for later playback.
Additional features include, picture-in-picture zoom, global positioning system (GPS)
functionality, and both Bluetooth® and Wi-Fi capabilities to allow simple file transfer between
devices.
The Scion PTM connects with FLIR TruWITNESS® wearable sensor platform built for citylevel security and public safety operations. TruWITNESS combines video, audio, and
location data so organizations can stream encrypted thermal footage of any pursuit,
evidence recovery, or search and rescue effort to the command center and other smart
devices via wireless network.
“We’re excited to introduce the FLIR Scion thermal monocular family to the European market
and provide a new level of capabilities for outdoor enthusiasts and public safety
professionals,” said Travis Merrill, FLIR Commercial Business Unit President. “The unique
integration of FLIR TruWITNESS in the Scion PTM allows public safety professionals the
ability to stream live thermal video to a command center and providing more information for
real-time decision making in the field.”
The Scion OTM and Scion PTM will be available in Europe in the Spring, starting at €2300
(excl. VAT) through established FLIR dealers. For more information, visit
www.flir.eu/scionOTM.
FLIR products are subject to the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR). The “Use”
of any ITAR-controlled products requires that prior authorization be obtained from the U.S.
Department of State to allow non-U.S. persons and affiliates to use these FLIR products.
Equipment described herein may require U.S. Government authorization for export
purposes. Diversion contrary to US law is prohibited.
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Founded in 1978 and headquartered in Wilsonville, Oregon, FLIR Systems is a world-leading maker of sensor systems that
enhance perception and heighten awareness, helping to save lives, improve productivity, and protect the environment. Through
its nearly 3,900 employees, FLIR’s vision is to be “The World’s Sixth Sense” by leveraging thermal imaging and adjacent
technologies to provide innovative, intelligent solutions for security and surveillance, environmental and condition monitoring,
outdoor recreation, machine vision, navigation, and advanced threat detection. For more information, please visit www.flir.co m
and follow @flir.

